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VERVE LIFE

VerveLife I VerveOnes
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VERVE

ONES

VERVE

ONES+

• IP57 Water & Dustproof
• Up to 12 hours playtime with charge case
• Dual mics for clear calls

• IP57 Water & Dustproof
• Up to 8 hours playtime with charge case
• Built-in mic

• IP54 Water & Dustproof
• Up to 8 hours playtime with charge case
• Built-in mic
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VERVE

ONES+

Completely wireless & waterproof smart earbuds
Introducing VerveOnes+, a new generation of
completely wireless earbuds that deliver
incredible sound. Compatible with any
smartphone, tablet or computer, they are
designed to fit securely inside your ears
without wires so you can listen free from
distraction. Whether it’s heart pounding
songs at the gym or your favorite playlists
at work, you’ll hear music in full HD with
the ability to customize the sound.
Dual mic enables your music to pause
automatically for an incoming call.
Chat away, and music resumes once
you hang up. Featuring IP57 waterproof
protection, they withstand sweat, rain,
and even accidental dips in a puddle, so
you can take them anywhere. Charge the
earbuds in the portable case for up to 12
hours of playtime. VerveOnes+ Completely
Wireless & Waterproof Smart Earbuds.
Permanently untangled.
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Permanently untangled

FEATURES
IP57

CERTIFIED

Sweat & water proof earbuds
Completely wireless smart earbuds
Up to 12 hours playtime
with charge case

HUBBLE CONNECT for VerveLife

FIND THE PERFECT FIT:

• Six audio proles to optimize
for your perfect sound
• Lose your headset? Find last
connected location on a map
• Pass through audio, hear what’s
around you or tune it out

3 single round gels,
3 double round gels

Deep, rich HD sound
Alexa, Siri & Google Now compatible
Dual mics for clear calls
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Completely wireless & waterproof smart earbuds
Music Edition
The new VerveOnes+ Music Edition deliver a truly
wireless, waterproof experience for active, on-thego lifestyles. Designed to work with any smartphone,
tablet or computer, they fit securely inside your ears
without wires so you can listen without limitation.
And with IP57 sweat and waterproof protection and
up to 8 hours playtime with the included charge
case, VerveOnes+ ME are ready for anything.
Plus, you’ll get a great audio experience with HD
sound, a built-in mic for calls, and full support for
Siri and Google Now voice controls. VerveOnes
Music Edition Completely Wireless, Stereo Smart
Earbuds. Permanently untangled.

FEATURES

FIND THE PERFECT FIT:

Sweat & water proof earbuds

3 single round gels,
3 double round gels

Completely wireless smart earbuds
Up to 8 hours playtime
with charge case
Deep, rich HD sound
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Alexa, Siri & Google Now compatible

HUBBLE CONNECT for VerveLife

Built-in mic

• Lose your headset? Find last
connected location on a map

Completely wireless smart earbuds
Music Edition
A great experience, refined. The new VerveOnes Music
Edition focuses on what matters most – great music
on the move. Designed to work with any smartphone,
tablet or computer, they fit securely in your ears,
and without wires, you can listen to music free from
distration. VerveOnes ME deliver the same great audio
experience with HD sound, a built-in mic for calls, and
full support for Siri and Google Now voice controls. In
addition, you can charge the earbuds on-the-go in the
included portable case for up to 8 hours of playtime.
VerveOnes Music Edition Completely Wireless, Stereo
Smart Earbuds. Permanently untangled.

FEATURES

HUBBLE CONNECT for VerveLife

FIND THE PERFECT FIT:

IP54 Water / Dust resistant

• Lose your headset? Find last
connected location on a map

3 single round gels,
3 double round gels

Completely wireless smart earbuds
Up to 8 hours playtime with charge case
Deep, rich HD sound
Alexa, Siri & Google Now compatible
Built-in mic
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VERVE LIFE

VerveLife I VerveLoop
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VERVE

LOOP

VERVE

VERVE

• IP57 Water & Dustproof
• Up to 9.5 hours playtime
• Integrated mic for calls

• IP57 Water & Dustproof
• Up to 9 hours playtime
• Integrated earhooks

LOOP+

LOOP 2+
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VERVE

LOOP+

Wireless & waterproof stereo earbuds

FEATURES
Sweat & water proof earbuds
Super light with HD sound
Up to 9.5h playtime
45m

Up to 45m range
Alexa, Siri & Google Now compatible
Integrated mic for calls

Take your music anywhere with
VerveLoop+. These wireless stereo
earbuds are super light, perfect for high
impact activities, and are IP57 water and
sweatproof to hold strong during your most
intense workouts – indoors or outside. The
integrated mic enables you to take calls
with ease without having to reach for your
phone, while the extended 45 metres
range gives you mobility at the gym or the
office. Go ahead, listen to music for up to
9.5 hours without interruption using your
phone, tablet, or computer. VerveLoop+
Super Light, Waterproof, Wireless Stereo
Earbuds. Cut loose.
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HUBBLE CONNECT for VerveLife
• Lose your headset? Find last
connected location on a map

VERVE

LOOP 2+

Wireless & waterproof sport stereo earbuds
Listen to your music anywhere with the
VerveLoop 2+. These wireless stereo
earbuds are super light, and the integrated
earhooks make them perfect for high
impact activities. These wireless earbuds
are IP57 water and sweatproof to hold strong
during your most intense workouts – indoors
or outside. The integrated mic enables
you to take calls without having to reach for
your phone. Go ahead and listen to music for
up to 9 hours without interruption using your
smartphone or tablet. VerveLoop+ Wireless &
Waterproof Sport Stereo Earbuds. Cut loose.

FEATURES

HUBBLE CONNECT for VerveLife

Splash proof

• Lose your headset? Find last
connected location on a map

Super light with HD sound
Up to 9 hours playtime
Alexa, Siri & Google Now compatible
Built-in mic
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VERVE LIFE

VerveLife I VerveRider+
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Wearable & waterproof stereo earbuds
You deserve to listen to music and make calls in comfort, any
time, anywhere. The new VerveRider+ Waterproof Stereo
Earbuds make this possible. With built-in aptX® technology,
you get powerful HD sound. In addition, customizable sound
profiles lenable you to listen to music just the way you disire.
And with the talk button and integrated mic, you’ll handle
phone calls effortlessly. They’re designed with IP57 water/
sweat proof protection, so you can use them inside on the
treadmill or out in the rain without having to worry. Wherever
you go, the contoured collar design is made to fit your body,
so it hardly feels like you’re wearing them at all. Go ahead,
listen to music for up to 12 hours without interruption using
your phone, tablet, or computer. VerveRider+. Unplugged,
still connected.

FEATURES

HUBBLE CONNECT for VerveLife

Sweat & waterproof earbuds

• Lose your headset? Find last
connected location on a map

Rich HD sound, all day comfort
Up to 12 hours playtime
Up to 45m of range

FIND THE PERFECT FIT:
3 ear gels

Alexa, Siri & Google Now compatible
Integrated mic for calls
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Audio Bluetooth® I Sphere
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Audio Bluetooth®

Sphere

2-in-1 Stereo Bluetooth Speaker

With integrated
headphones
The Sphere 2-in-1 Bluetooth® stereo speaker
delivers your favorite tunes in full, bright and
HD audio. To maximize your sound experience,
the Sphere has an ergonomic 360 degree
silhouette and 2 x 8 Watt bass porting speakers
which brings your experience to a next level.
Proprietary technologies and an innovative
driver configuration combine to deliver us the
ultra-comfort package. Wireless connecting
to your smartphone, tablet or other Bluetooth®
device. Listen where ever and whenever
you want to your favorite playlist through the
stereo speaker or take of the headphone and
listen privatly. Due to the built-in speakerphone
you will be able to take call through the Sphere
or lightweight headphone. Use whatever suites
you the most. It’s simple, listen to music in your
bathroom, kitchen, bedroom, wherever you want.
Be loud on your own terms.
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Audio Bluetooth®

Sphere & Sphere+
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2-in-1 Stereo Bluetooth Speaker

Sphere

Sphere+

FEATURES HEADPHONE

FEATURES HEADPHONE

Up to 20 Meters range

Up to 20 Meters range

Embedded DSP based with noise
reduction and echo cancellation

Embedded DSP based with noise
reduction and echo cancellation

Noise isolation

Noise isolation

10 hours playtime

22 hours playtime
IP54 Water / Dust resistant

FEATURES SPEAKER
Up to 20 Meters range

FEATURES SPEAKER

Embedded DSP based with noise
reduction and echo cancellation

Up to 20 Meters range

Built-In Mic

Embedded DSP based with noise
reduction and echo cancellation

Bluetooth® 4.1

Built-In Mic
Bluetooth® 4.1
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Audio Bluetooth I True Wireless
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Audio Bluetooth®

Stream

Waterproof true wireless earbuds

Stream

Stream Sport

• IP54 splashproof
• Up to 6 hours playtime with charge case
• Built-in dual mic

• IP54 water & dustproof
• Up to 6 hours playtime with charge case
• Clip on sportclips
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Audio Bluetooth®

Stream

Waterproof true wireless earbuds
Including charging case
Discover the true luxury of completely wireless stereo earbuds with the
Motorola Stream and change your handsfree standard. The earbuds will pair
automatically to your smartphone and this for up to 2 devices. From here on you
can explore the new standards of freedom with dual mics, handsfree calls with
an extended operating range up to 10m. Truly enjoy listening to your favorite
music in deep, rich HD sound without the hassle of cables for up to 6 hours
with the included charger case and 2 hours with a single charge. Motorola
Stream makes it even easier to access your own personal assistant with the Siri
& Google Now compatibility. Stop worrying about the elements of nature with
the IP54 water and dust resistant earbuds. Enjoy your new wireless freedom,
anytime and anywhere.

FEATURES
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Completely wireless stereo earbuds

Multipoint technology to connect
two devices at once

Superior sound quality with deep bass

Up to 6 hours play time with
charging case

Ergonomic design fits your ear all day

3 sets ear gels for a perfect fit

Siri and Google Now compatible

Each bud can be seperatly used for
phone calls (handsfree)

Built-in dual mic for phone calls
(handsfree)

IP54 Water / Dust resistant

Audio Bluetooth®

Stream Sport Waterproof true wireless earbuds
Including charging case and SportClips
The Motorola Stream Sport is your new best friend in everyday life and sports.
Seamlessly connect up to 2 devices and the earbuds will pair automatically.
These completely wireless stereo earbuds with attached snap on ear hooks
are IP54 water and dust resistant. This enables you to wear it during all your
activities or sports, no matter the environment or conditions. The earbuds
feature HD sound quality with deep bass, lasting up to 2 hours with a single
charge and 6 hours with the included charging case. The built-in mic allows
you to make and receive handsfree calls with either earbud and allow you to
access your personal assistant with the Google Now and Siri compatibility.
Enjoy your new wireless freedom, anytime and anywhere.

FEATURES
Completely wireless stereo earbuds

Multipoint technology to connect
two devices at once

Superior sound quality with deep bass

Up to 6 hours play time with
charging case

Ergonomic design fits your ear all day

3 sets ear gels for a perfect fit

Siri and Google Now compatible

Each bud can be seperatly used for
phone calls (handsfree)

Built-in dual mic for phone calls
(handsfree)

IP54 Water / Dust resistant
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Audio Bluetooth I Escape
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Audio Bluetooth®

Escape

Over-ear wireless headphones

Escape

Escape+

• Up to 14 hours playtime
• Noise isolation
• Rich HD sound with 40mm drivers

• IP54 water & dustproof
• Up to 20 hours playtime
• Noise isolation
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Audio Bluetooth®

Escape

Over-ear wireless headphones

The Motorola Pulse Escape will allow
you to enjoy your favourite music with
an optimised wireless design. With
the powerful, rich HD sound and bass
in combination with the passive noise
isolation you can be sure to experience
studio quality performance for up to 14
hours. The built-in mic allows you to take
and make calls with just the touch of a
button. Furthermore the Siri and Google
compatibility will allow you to control
your phone while it is in your pocket.

FEATURES
Bluetooth® 4.1 technology
Noise isolation
Up to 14 hours playtime
Ergonomic cushion profile for
comfortable wearing
Rich HD sound with 40mm drivers
Bass-driven sound
Multipoint technology to connect two
devices at once
Built-in mic for hands-free calls
Lightweight and foldable for travel
Up to 18 m of range
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Audio Bluetooth®

Escape+

Over-ear wireless & waterproof headphones

Pulse Escape+ offers a wireless experience and an optimised design. Benefit
from the 4.1 Bluetooth® technology to
enjoy your music and take calls completely wireless. With the IP54 protection, is
the Pulse Escape+ ideal for an outdoor
environment, as it’s safe from water and
dust. You will also be able to connect two
devices so you can answer calls from your
smartphone as well as listen to music on
your tablet. The brilliant over-ear headset
is compatible with Siri and Google Now
just one touch of a button away.

FEATURES
IP54 water / dust resistant
Bluetooth® 4.1 technology
Noise isolation
Up to 20 hours playtime
Ergonomic cushion profile for
comfortable wearing
Rich HD sound with 40mm drivers
Bass-driven sound
Multipoint technology to connect two
devices at once
Built-in mic for hands-free calls
Lightweight and foldable for travel
Up to 18 m of range
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Audio Bluetooth I Speakerbox
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Audio Bluetooth®

Speakerbox

Take your music everywhere

Sonic Play 100

Sonic Play 150

Sonic Play+ 200

Sonic Play+ 275

• Up to 12m range
• 4 hours playback Time
• Portable & lightweight design

• Up to 12m range
• 4 hours playback Time
• Integrated FM radio

• IP54 water & dustproof
• Up to 18m range
• 5 hours playback time

• IP54 water & dustproof
• Up to 18m range
• Integrated FM radio
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Audio Bluetooth®

Sonic Play 100 & 150

Take your music everywhere

FEATURES
Bluetooth® 4.1 technology

Great sound in a small package

Up to 4 hours play time &
up to 400 hours standby time

50cm micro USB charging cable

Portable and lightweight design

EXTRA FEATURE only for Sonic Play 150
Integrated FM radio
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Audio Bluetooth®

Sonic Play+ 200 & 275 Portable music for your mobile life

FEATURES
Bluetooth® 4.1 technology

Multipoint technology to connect two devices at once

Superb stereo sound quality

Up to 5 hours play time &
up to 500 hours standby time

Portable and lightweight design

Built-in mic for hands-free calls

IP54 water resistant
EXTRA FEATURE only for Sonic Play+ 275
Integrated FM radio / SD / MIC
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Audio Wired I Pulse
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Audio Wired

Pulse

Wired headphones

Pulse Max

Pulse 2

• 40mm drivers
• Full over-ear design
• Ultra Lightweight

• 36mm drivers
• On-ear design
• Ultra Lightweight
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Audio Wired

Pulse Max

Over-ear wired headphones
Lightweight
design.
Motorola Pulse Max Over Ear Wired
Headphones combine the studio
quality performance you expect with
a lightweight design that’s stylish and
comfortable. The full size, over ear
design and 40mm driver isolates
ambient noise while delivering
impressive sound and great bass,
and the build-in microphone
enables you to call hands-free.
Rotate the ear cups and slip the
headphones right into your bag
for easy, lay-flat travel, and find the
headphone that fit your lifestyle
with multiple colours to choose
from. Motorola Pulse Max.
Studio quality performance.
Lightweight design

FEATURES
40 mm speaker drivers with strong neodymium
magnet for strong bass and high quality sound
Noise isolation
Ultra lightweight
Rotating ear cups for lay-flat travel
Detachable 3.5 mm wired with in-line
microphone for hands-free calling
Impedance: 32 ohm
Frequency: 18 to 23K Hz
Sensitivity: 100 dB
Cable lenght: 1.2m
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Audio Wired

Pulse 2 On-ear wired headphones
Authentic sound quality.
Lightweight design.
Motorola Pulse 2 On Ear Wired Head-phones
combine the authentic sound quality you
expect from a lightweight design that’s both
stylish and comfortable. Rotate the ear cups
and slip the headphones right into your bag
for easy, lay-flat travel. The 36mm drivers
pack a punch with impressive sound and
great bass, while the build-in microphone
enables you to call hands-free. And with
multiple colours to choose from, you can
find the headphones that fit your style.
Motorola Pulse 2. Authentic sound quality.
Lightweight design.

FEATURES
36 mm speaker drivers with strong neodymium
magnet for heavy bass and high quality sound
Ultra lightweight.
Foldable and rotating ear cups
for lay-flat travel
Detachable 3.5 mm wired with in-line
microphone for hands-free calling
Impedance: 32 ohm
Frequency: 18 to 23K Hz
Sensitivity: 100 dB
Cable lenght: 1.2m
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Audio Wired I Earbuds
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Audio Wired

Earbuds In-ear wired headphones

Earbuds Sport

Earbuds Metal

Earbuds 2

• IP54 sweat & water resistant
• Noise cancelation
• Clip on sportclips

• IP54 sweat & water resistant
• Noise cancelation
• In-line mic

• 10 mm drivers
• Noise cancelation
• In-line mic
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Audio Wired

Earbuds Sport Water and Sweat Resistant Earbuds

Super light.
Awesome Sound.
Power through your workouts with
Motorola Earbuds Sport. These inear headphones are sweat and water
resistant with a secure, sportclip wear
style – perfect for the gym – and are ultra
lightweight. Earbuds Sport produce awesome
sound with powerful 10mm drivers and feature
noise isolation, blocking out the world around you
so you can focus on your reps. Plus, an in-line microphone
lets you take calls hands-free so you will always be connected.
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FEATURES
IP54 water and dust resistant

Ultra lightweight with sportclip

Large 10mm drivers deliver superior sound

Build-in mic for hands-free calls

Noise isolation

Includes two extra pairs of soft tips
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Audio Wired

Earbuds Metal Water and Sweat Resistant, Metal Earbuds
Premium design.
Awesome Sound.
Listen to your music in style with Earbuds Metal. These in-ear headphones
are ultra lightweight with premium metal finishes in stylish colors. But
they’re more than just looks. Earbuds Metal are sweat and water resistant,
making them perfect for the gym. They produce awesome sound with
powerful 10mm drivers and feature noise isolation, blocking out the world
around you so you can focus on your music. Plus, an in-line microphone
lets you take calls hands-free so you will always be connected.

FEATURES
Large 10mm drivers deliver superior sound
Ultra lightweight metal consstruction
Noise isolation
IPX4 rated water and sweat resistant
In-line mic for hands-free calls
Includes two extra pairs of soft tips
2 colours available (black, silver)
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Audio Wired

Earbuds 2 Wired Earbuds
Great Sound.
Value Priced.
Motorola Earbuds 2 are designed to sound amazing without shutting out
the world around you. So you can wear them comfortably on the go for
hours at a time. You can even switch to a call in the middle of a song using
the built-in mic. Choose from 6 different colours to match your style.

FEATURES
Large 10mm drivers for superior sound
Noise isolation
In-line mic for hands-free calls
Includes two extra pairs of soft tips included
for replacement
6 colors available (black, white, red, lime, blue, pink)
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Mono Bluetooth® I Wireless Headsets
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Mono Bluetooth®

Wireless Headsets

Boom 2+

HK255

HK115

• IP54 water & dustproof
• Range up to 45m
• Up to 17 hours of talk time

• Range up to 90m
• Up to 8.5 hours talk time
• Easy to use controls on headset

• Range up to 90m
• Up to 8.5 hours talk time
• Sleek, TrueComfortTM-design
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Mono Bluetooth®

Boom 2+

Waterproof wireless headset
Small size, refined design
The Motorola Boom 2+ is a wireless headset that
beautifully combines form and function. Easily answer
calls with the flip boom microphone and customize your
look with three wearing styles, assorted hook sizes, and
multiple ear cushions. Then enjoy amazing HD audio
quality with noise reduction technology and stay up to
date with courteous audio prompts. And with a range of
90m, you don’t have to worry about leaving your phone
behind. The Boom2+ boasts of IP54 protection water/
rain resistance, prefect for users who frequently find
themselves working outdoor.
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FEATURES
Flip open the boom to take a call and snap it
closed to hang up and save battery

Friendly audio prompts notify you about battery
levels, announce callers by name, and much more

IP54 water/sweat resistant with nano coating

Roam up to 90m with call clarity every
step of the way

Dual mode versatility – on ear/ in-ear wear style

Easily switch between two devices with
integrated multipoint technology

Be heard clearly thanks to 2 mic
NREC noise canceling technology

Compatible with any Bluetooth®
enabled smartphone or tablet

With up to 9 hours of talk time and 15 days on standby, you’ll win the race against time – every time
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Mono Bluetooth®

HK255

Wireless headset

A Sound Headset.
Up your Mobile Game
Get the headset that ups your mobile game.
Simple and easy to use, the Motorola HK255 features
intuitive controls and TrueComfort™ design, plus up to
8,5 hours of talk time to help you stay connected all day.
An impressive 90m range offers call clarity every step of the
way, while multipoint technology lets you switch between two
devices like a breeze. And do even more with audio prompts,
turn-by-turn directions, music streaming, and more on nearly any
Bluetooth®-enabled device

FEATURES
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Sleek, TrueComfort™ design and easy-to-use
controls help you stay connected all day

Roam up to 90m with call clarity
every step of the way

With up to 8,5 hours of talk time and 11 days on standby, you don’t have to worry about charging every night

Easily switch between two devices with
integrated multipoint technology

Listen to more than just calls – receive turn- by-turn
directions, listen to music, and more

Compatible with most Bluetooth®
enabled smartphones or tablets

Mono Bluetooth®

HK115

Wireless headset

Easy to Use.
Easy to Choose.
Get the headset that ups your mobile game. Simple
and easy to use, the Motorola HK115 features
intuitive controls and TrueComfort™ design, plus up to
8,5 hours of talk time to help you stay connected all day.
An impressive 90m range offers call clarity every step of the
way, while multipoint technology.

FEATURES
Sleek, TrueComfort™ design and easy-to-use
controls help you stay connected all day

Easily switch between two devices with
integrated multipoint technology

With up to 8,5 hours of talk time and 20 days on standby, you don’t have to worry about charging every night

Compatible with most Bluetooth®
enabled smartphones or tablets

Roam up to 90m with call clarity
every step of the way
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Accessories I Connect Coin
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Accessories

Connect Coin Smart tag

Stop losing what’s
important with
the ConnectCoin
Never lose what is important to you! Do you know that
feeling when you parked your car on vacation and you
cannot remember where that was? Or when you are waiting
at the airport on your luggage and keep looking up and down
on your phone while waiting? Even that one second you didn’t
look at your child and went missing? The ConnectCoin will
always be your handy little helper!
• Locate me: 3 clicks on the locate me button
• Selfie time: making selfies has never been easier
• Find your phone: find it easy by 1 click in the app
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Accessories

Connect Coin Smart tag

FEATURES
Key & phone finder

Track your friends

Take a selfie

Bluetooth® low energy
BTLE 4.0 compliant

SOS: locate me emergency help

Up to 30m operation range

Locate your car

Replacable battery (CR2032)
with 1 year battery life

Protect your stuff
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